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Abstract
Yang-Mills models with compact gauge group coupled to matter fields are considered. The
general tools developed in a companion paper are applied to compute the local cohomology of the
BRST differential $ modulo the exterior spacetime derivative d for all values of the ghost number, in
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only at ghost number two or higher. Thus at ghost number sero or one, the inclusion of the antifields
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ones. The analyr', does not use power counting and is purely cohomological. It can be easily
extended to more general actions containing higher derivatives of the curvature, or Chem-Simons
terms.
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Introduction

In a previous paper [1], referred to as I, we have derived general theorems on the local cohomology of
the BRST differential 5 for a generic gauge theory. We have discussed in particular how it is related to
the local cohomology of the Koszul-Tate differential S and have demonstrated vanishing theorems for
the cohomology Hk(6\d) under various conditions. In the present paper, we apply the general results of
I to Yang-Mills models with compact gauge group and provide the explicit list of all the non-vanishing
BRST groups Hk(s\d) for those models.
It has been established on general grounds that the groups Hk(s) and Hk{s\d) are respectively
given by
Hk(s)±lHkti'HoW

*^°

(11)

lo *<o
and

^HK>To

tï0

(1 2)

-

(see [2] and I where this is recalled). Here, 7 is the longitudinal exterior derivative along the gauge
orbits, denoted by d (or D) in [2]. The isomorphisms (1.1) and (1.2) are valid for arbitrary gauge
theories and hold when the "cochains" (local 4-forms) upon which s acts are allowed to contain terms
of arbitrarily high antighost number.
Now, in the case of Yang-Mills models, the BRST differential is just the sum of 6 and 7,
s =6+i

(1.3)

and so, is not an infinite formal series of derivations with arbitrarily high antighost number (as it
can a priori occur for an arbitrary gauge system). It is thus natural to consider local g-forms that
have bounded antighost number, and to wonder whether the equalities (1.1)-(1.2) still hold under this
restriction. Our first result, derived in section 3, establishes precisely the validity of (1.1)-(1.2) in the
space of local g-forms with bounded antighost number.
The isomorphisms (1.1)-(1.2) are useful in that they indicate how BRST invariance is equivalent
to - and can be used as a substitute for - gauge invariance. However, they are not very explicit and a
more precise characterization of Hk(s) or Hk(s\d) is desired.
It has been shown in [3] that in each cohomological class of s, one can find a representative that
does not involve the antifields and which is thus annihiliated by 7. It then easily follows that
£T fc (5)~H fc ( 7 ,5)/Ar

(*>0)

(1.4)

where (i) £ is the algebra generated by the vector potential A^, the ghosts (7°, the matter fields y* and
their derivatives (no antifields) ; and (ii) AT is the ideal of elements of £ that vanish on-shell. Since the
cohomology of 7 in £ is well understood in terms of Lie algebra cohomology, the equation (1.4) provides
a more precise characterization of Hk{») than (1.1) does. The representatives of (1.4) are polynomials
in the "primitive forms" on the Lie algebra with coefficients that are invariant polynomials in the field
strengths, the matter fields and their covariant derivatives [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Furthermore, two such
objects are in the same class if they coincide on-shell. To get a non redundant list, one may split the
field strengths, the matter fields and their covariant derivatives into "independent" components, which
are not constrained by the equations of motion, and "dependent components", which may be expressed
on-she11 in terms of the independent components. The cocyles may then be chosen to depend only on
the independent components. The isomorphism (1.4) is a cohomological reformulation of a theorem
proved long ago by Joglekar and Lee [10]. It plays a crucial role in renonnalization theory [11,12].
We derive in this paper an analogous, more precise characterization of the local cohomology Hk(s\d)
of s modulo d. For each value of the ghost degree, and in arbitrary spacetime dimension, we provide
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a constructive procedure for building representatives of each cohomological class. We then list all the
solutions, some of which are expressed in terms of non trivial conserved currents which we assume
to have been determined. We find that contrary to what happens for the cohomology of 5, there
exists cocycles in the cohomology of s modulo d from which the antifields cannot be eliminated by
redefinitions. Thus, there are new solutions to the consistency conditions sa 4- db = 0 besides the
antifield independent ones, as pointed out in [13] for a Yang-Mills group with two abelian factors.
However, if the gauge group is semi-simple, tlu.se additional solutions do not arise at ghost number
zero or one but only at higher ghost number. Accordingly, the conjecture of Kluberg-Stern and Zuber
on the renormalization of (local and integrated) gauge invariant operators [14, 15] is valid in that case
(in even dimension). Differently put, there is no consistent perturbation of the Yang-Mills Lagrangian
of ghost number zero, besides the perturbations by gauge invariant operators (or Cnern-Simons terms
in odd dimensions). Also, in four dimensions, there is no new candidate gauge anomaly besides the well
known Adler-Bardeen one. Our results were partly announced in [16] and do not use power counting.
They are purely cohomological.
The BRST differential contains information about the dynamics of the theory through the KoszulTate differential 6. Therefore, if one replaces the Yang-Mills Lagrangian -1/8 irF 2 by a different
Lagrangian containing higher order derivatives of the curvature, or Chern-Simons terms in odd dimensions, the local BRST cohomology generically changes even though the gauge transformations remain
the same. We show, however, that the procedure for dealing with the Yang-Mills action works also for
these more general actions.

2

BRST differential

We assume throughout that the gauge group G is compact and is thus the direct product of a semisimple compact group by abelian 27(1) factors. As in I, we take all differentials to act from the right.
The BRST differential [17, 18] for Yang-Mills models is a sum of two pieces,
s = 6 + 7, antigk 6 = —1, antigh 7 = 0

(2.1)

where 6 is explicitly given by
6AI ~ 0, SC = 0, 6? = 0
6A: =

" -JÊ'SC:

= D A

- » '"+&&*>

6v: = J

-W

(2 2)

-

Here, C0 = £?(¥*,!>»¥*) + \trF^F^
DJft* = d„y' - gAfl^yi, and £?(»*, 9 ^ ) is the free matter
field Lagrangian. We assume for simplicity that the matter fields do not carry a gauge invariance of
their own and belong to a linear representation of G. The differential 7 is given by
lAl = D„C a , iCa = -^gC&C'C',

-<y> =

gTtfC*

lA? = gA'/CcabCb, fC: = gC:C<ahC\

lit = -tó;c«,

(2.3)

There is no term of higher antighost number in s because the gauge algebra closes off-shell. One has
£2 = 0, 7 2 = 0, 7^+^7 = 0.

(2.4)

As explained in I, section 4, we shall consider local g-forms that are polynomials in all the variables
(Yang-Mills potential 4°, matter fields y\ ghosts Ca, antifields A?, y* and C*) and their derivatives.
This is natural from the point of view of quantum field theory and implies in particular that the local
g-forms under consideration have bounded antighost number.
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Now, the general isomorphism theorems (1.1)- (1.2) have been established under the assumption
that the local g-forms may contain terms of arbitrarily high antighost number. Ourfirsttask is to
refine the theorems to the case where the allowed f-forms are constrained to have bounded antighost
number. This is done in the next section.

3

Homological perturbation theory and bounded antighost number

Theorem 3.1 : for Yang-Mills models, the isomorphisms

**(*)* J * * * 7 ' * 0 ^ * ^ °

(3.1)

and

also hold in the space of q-forms that are polynomials in all the variables and their derivatives.
Proof. We extend the action of the even derivation K of section 10 of I on the ghosts as follows,
K = Nd + A

(3.3)

where N& is the operator counting the derivatives of all the variables,

dfaA?)

u

°

d(d{k)Cz)

and where A is defined by

n
+2

Jjf^Ad^:

8R

+

8R

J(W~Ad^ ~ Jïf^A9^'
d d

d d

(3 5)

-

a

d (d(k)y:)
{ (k)y:)
\ (k)C )
The antifields y* are associated with second order differential equations, while the antifields y* are
associated with first order differential equations. We give ^4-weigth - 1 to the ghosts so that 7 has only
components of non positive if-degree,
7 = 7° + 7 " \

(3-6)

S = 6° + r 1 4- r 2 .

(3.7)

just as 6,

As shown in I, one has [K, dM] = dM so that the exterior derivative d increases the eigenvalue of N$ and
K by one unit.
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The ghosts are the only variables with negative A'-degree (dMC* has degree 0, d^C has degree 1,
etc...). Furthermore, because the antifields carry all a strictly positive degree, a form with bounded
Üf-degree k cannot contain terms of antighost number greater than k + g, where g is the dimension of
the Lie algebra (=number of ghosts). It is thus polynomial in the antifields.
We have indicated in section 10 of I that if a is £-closed, has positive antighost number and has
K-degree bounded by k, then a = Sb where b has also K-degree bounded by k. Similarity, if o is
£-closed modulo d, has both positive antighost and pure ghost numbers, and has ff-degree bounded by
k, then a = 6b + dc where 6 has A"-degree bounded by Jb and c has If-degree bounded by k — 1. Indeed,
one knows from [19; that a - 6b + dc. The bound on thefc-degreeis then easily derived by expanding
the equality according to the A'-degree, and using the acyclicity of 6Q, of 6Q mod d and of d. These
properties are crucial in the proof of the theorem.
Let a be a s-cocycle which is polynomial in all the variables and their derivatives. Let us expand a
according to the antighost number,
a = a0 + ai + ... + am.

(3.8)

One has
6di+1 -f -yoi = 0,

» = 0,1,2,...,m~ 1

(3.9)

and
7«m = 0.

(3.10)

The isomorphism between Hk(s) and Hk (f,H0(S)) is defined by [a] •-+ [OQ\. To prove the theorem,
one must verify that this map is injective and surjective. This is done as in [2], by controlling further
polynomiality through the AT-degree in a manner analogous to what is done in I, section 10. For
instance, let us prove surjectivity. Let OQ be a representative of Hk(~f,H0{6)), i.e., be an antifield
independent solution of 6a\ + 700 = 0. Since OQ and a\ are polynomials, they have bounded Af-degree.
We denote this bound by it. To show that Co is the image of a polynomial cocycle aois, one constructs
recursively 02, (13 etc by means of (3.9). Because both 6 and 7 have components of non-negative Kdegree, the higher order terms a-i, 03 etc.. .may be chosen to have also AT-degree bounded by k. Thus,
the recursive construction stops at antighost number k + g (at the latest) and a = ao + ai + • • • + afc+9
is polynomial. Injectivity, as well as (3.2) are proved along the same lines. D,
To conclude, we note that theorem 3.1 holds for all "normal" theories in the sense of section 10
of I, and, in particular, for Einstein gravity. Moreover, the reader may check that that there is some
flexibility in the proof of the theorem, in that one may assign different weights to the variables and
nevertheless reach the same conclusion.
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Cohomology of 7

In order to characterize completely H*{s\d), one needs a few preliminary results. Some of them have
been developed already in the literature, while some of them are new. These results are: cohomology
AT*(7), invariant cohomology of d and invariant cohomology of 6 modulo d. They are considered in this
section and the next two.
The cohomology H*(f) of 7 has been computed completely in [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 3]. The easiest way
to describe it is to redefine the generators of the algebra. The new generators adapted to 7 are on the
one hand vl£, its symmetrized derivatives #(w...Ml-4°k v, (t = 1,2,...) and their 7-variations; and on
the other hand x\ and the undifferentiated ghosts C , where the x l stand for the field strengths, the
matter fields, the antifields and all their covariant derivatives, (v stands for representation indices ;
while A stands for spacetime or spinorial indices unrelated to the gauge group). The XA belong to
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a representation of the Lie algebra Q of the gauge group. Indeed, the field strengths belong to the
adjoint representation, the antifields .4*" and C* belong to the co-adjoint representation, while the
antifields y* belong to the representation dual to that of the y'. As a result, the polynomials in the
X's also form a representation of the Lie algebra Q of the gauge group: to any x e Q, there is a
linear operator p(x) acting in the space of polynomials in the x's as an even derivation and such that
p([xi,X2J) = [p(xi), p(x2)\. The representation p is completely reducible. The polynomials belonging
to the trivial representation are the invariant polynomials.
The crucial feature in the calculation of H*("j) is that A", its symmetrized derivatives and their
-y-variations disappear from H*(-)) since they belong to the "contractible" part of the algebra. More
precisely, one has
Theorem 4.1 : (i) The general solution offa = Q reads
0 = 0 + 76

(4.1)

where a is of the form

a = Y,aj{Xl)«J(Ca).

(4-2)

Here, the aj are invariant polynomials in the \ 's, while the u (C) belong to a basis of the Lie algebra
cohomology of the Lie algebra of the gauge group.
(ii) a is f-exact if and only if aj[x\) — 0 for all J.
Proof, the proof may be found in [4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 3] and will not be repeated here. 0.
Note that the aj involve also the spacetime forms dx*. This will always be assumed in the sequel,
where the word "polynomial" will systematically mean "spacetime form with coefficients that are
polynomial in the variables and their derivatives".

5

Invariant cohomology of d

Let CT(XA) De an invariant polynomial in the x' s - Assume that a is d-closed, da = 0. Then one
knows from the theorem on the cohomology of d that a = d0 for some /?. Can one assume that
/3 is also an invariant polynomial? If a does not contain the antifields, this may not be the case:
invariant polynomials in the 2-form F* = (l/2)F£lldz'tdxt' are counterexamples (and the only ones)
[7, 9]. However, if antigh a > 0, one has:
Theorem 5.1 : the cohomology of d inform degree < n is trivial in the space of invariant polynomials
in the x '* with strictly positive antighost number. Thtit is, the conditions
fa = 0, da = 0, antigh a > 0, deg a < n, a = O(XA)

^'^)

a = dp

(5.2)

7/3 = 0,

(5.3)

imply

for some invariant /3(\),

Proof, the proof proceeds as the proof of the proposition on page 363 in [9]. We shall thus only
sketch the salient points.
(i) First, one verifies the theorem in the abelian case with uncharged matter fields. In that case,
any polynomial in the x£ is invariant since the x's themselves are invariant. To prove the theorem in
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the abelian case, one splits the differential d as d = do + du where d\ acts on the antifields only and
do on the other fields. Let a be a polynomial in the field strengths, the antifields, the matter fields
and their ordinary (= covariant) derivatives. If da = 0, then dxa1* = 0, where aN is the piece in a
containing the maximum number of derivatives of the antifields. But then, ex = di0N~l, where 8s~l
is a polynomial in the \^. This implies that a - d/3^ -1 ends at order N - 1 rather than N. Going on
in the same fashion, one removes successively a^ - 1 , aN~2,... until one reaches the desired result.
(ii) Second, one observes that if a is invariant under a global compact symmetry group, then 0 can
be chosen to be also invariant since the action of the group commutes with d.
(iii) Finally, one extends the result to the non-abelian case with coloured matterfieldsby expanding
a according to the number of derivatives of all the fields (see [9] page 364 for the details). • .
What replaces theorem 5.1 in form degree n is: let a = pdx°... dx n_1 be exact, a = d/3, where p is
an invariant polynomial of antighost number > 0. [Equivalently, p has vanishing variational derivatives
with respect to all the fields and antifields]. Then, one may take the coefficients of the (n — 1)-form 3
to be also invariant polynomials.
Theorem 5.1 can be generalized as follows. Let a be a representative of /7*(7), i.e.,

* = *«j{x\W{Ca)

(5.4)

where the o(x) are invariant polynomials. Because d-\ + fd — 0, d induces a well defined differential
in Hm(i). This may be seen directly as follows. The derivative daj = Daj is an invariant polynomial
in the x's since D commutes with the representation, while duJ = fwJ(A,C) for some wJ. Thus
da = ±%{Daj)<j;J + 7(Eaju>J) defines an element of .ff'fr) {iaj = 0), namely the class of "ZDajuJ =
EdajuJ. What is the cohomology of d in H*(j)l Again, we shall only need the cohomology in form
degree < n and antighost number > 0.
Theorem 5.2 : Hl*{d,H*(i)) = 0 for k > 1 and I < n. Here g is the ghost number, I is the form
degree and k is the antighost number.
Proof, let a = Eaju;J be such that da = 0 in H*(j), i.e., da = jfi. From the above calculation, it
follows that S(I>aj)u;J = 7/1'. But Y.(Daj)u/J is of the form (4.2). This implies that Daj = daj = 0
by (ii) of theorem 4.1. Thus, by theorem 5.1, aj = d3j where 3j axe invariant polynomials in the x'sIt follows that a = Ed/3ju;J = ±d(Z0juJ) ^ 7(E/3ju>J) is indeed d-trivialin # ' ( 7 ) . DTheorem 5.2 is one of the main tools needed for the calculation of H*(s\d) in Yang-Mills theory. It
implies that there is no nontrivial descent [20, 21, 22] for H(f\d) in positive antighost number. Namely,
if 7a -(- db = 0, antigh a > 0, one may redefine a —• a + f ft + dv = a' so that 7a' = 0. Indeed, the
descent 7a -I- db = 0, 76 + dc — 0 , . . . ends with c so that je = 0 and de + f(something) = 0. Thus e is
trivial and by the redefinition e -» e + 7 ƒ + dm, may be taken to vanish, e t c —

6

Invariant cohomology of 6 modulo d

The final tool needed in the calculation of H'(s\d) is the invariant cohomology of 6 modulo d. We have
seen that Hk{6\d) vanishes for k > 2. Now, let a be a ^-boundary modulo d, a = 6/3 + dy, and let
us assume that a is aii invariant polynomial in the x's (no ghosts). Can one also take 3 and 7 to be
invariant polynomials? The answer is affirmative as the next theorem shows.
Theorem 6.1 : if the invariant polynomial ais a S-boundary modulo d and has nonvanishing antighosi
number,
a = 63 + df,

antigh a > 0,

(6.1)

then one may assume that 3 and 7 are also invariant polynomials. In particular, Hh{S\d) — 0 for k>Z
in the space of invariant polynomials.

6

Proof. Let a£ be afc-formof antighost number p such that

4=6&i+d*ii~1'

p^1-

(6-2)

We must show that both >*£+! and /x*-1 may be taken to be invariant polynomials if a£ is an invariant
polynomial. To the equation (6.2), we can associate a tower of equations that starts at form degree n
and ends at form degree k — p + \ if k > p or 0 if k < p,
<$+n.k = Sf&n-k+i + dfeln_k

«J = 'MJ+I + d^-1

fc-p+i

a.
< or

(6.3)

(6.4)

c Jk-p+i , j fc-

,«;_fc = K - * + i '
where the a's are all invariant polynomials. One goes up the ladder by acting with d and using the fact
that if an invariant polynomial is j-exact in the space of all polynomials, then it is also #-exact in the
space of invariant polynomials (theorem 2 of [3]). One goes down the ladder by applying 6 and using
theorem 5.1.
It is easy to see, using again theorem. 2 of [3] and theorem 5.1 that if any one of the /*? is equal to
an invariant polynomial modulo 6 or d exact terms, then all of them fulfill that property. That is, if
f4 = M{ + Sft^ + dp!'1 for one pair (t, j) (j - i = k - p -1), then /ij" = M[» + 6p?+1 + dp?~l for all
(/, m). Here, the Mf1 are invariant polynomials. Thus it suffices to verify the theorem for the top of
the ladder, i.e., the n-forms. Furthermore, one has
Lemma 6.1 : Theorem 6.1 is obvious for n-forms of antighost number p > n.
Proof. The proof is direct. If a" = £/*£fi + dfi^'1 with p > n, one gets at the bottom of the ladder
4-n = ^J-n+i- But then, by theorem 2 of [3], one finds p°_n+l = JMj_n+1 + 6p$_n+2 where iWj_n+1
is an invariant polynomial. This implies that all the /i's are of the required form, and in particular that
an<
MJH-I
^ Pp* m a v De taken to be invariant polynomials. Q.
We can now prove theorem 6.1. The proof proceeds as the proof of theorem 5.1. Namely, one
verifies first the theorem in the abelian case with a single gauge field and uncharged matter fields. One
then extends it to the case of many abelian fields with a global symmetry. One finally considers the
full non-Abelian case.
Since the last two steps are very similar to those of theorem 5.1, we shall only verify explicitly here
that theorem 6.1 holds for a single abelian gauge field with uncharged matter fields. So, let us start
with a n-fonn Op solution of (6.2) and turn to dual notations,
<h=«;+1

+ dj»

(p > i).

(6.5)

We shall first prove that if the theorem holds for antighost number p+2, then it also holds for antighost
number p. A direct calculation yields

jfe-tX'^ + d^'w

7

(6-7)

where Z^_x, X ^ , rp'£lt Xfp) and r (p+1)i are obtained by differentiating b'^ \Z' = 0 if p = l ] . The
explicit expression of these polynomials will not be needed in the sequel. In (6.9), D£ is the differential operator appearing in the linearized matter equations of motion. Because SRa9j6C*t SRap/6A*tl,
SRap/èAltl 6Rap/6yt and 6Rap/6y* are invariant polynomials, i.e., involve only the x's, one may replace
in (6.6)-(6.10) the polynomials Z',^, -^(pw ^(^+i)' -^(J»)an^ *7p+i)i w * u t n m a v a priori involve symmetrized derivatives of A^, by invariant polynomials 2(,,_i), r(p)M> ^t+i)' -^7») an<* *(iH-i)i depending
only on the x's»

^

= **(,),-^(P-D

£ = ^*«+«W^=*4)'

(6.12)

< 6 - 14 )
(6.15)

This is obvious for £( p -i) and XL, (simply set A^ and its symmetrized derivatives equal to zero in
Zij» and X/ »; this commutes with the action of 5). The assertion is then verified easily for X*_\,
y

(p+i)i • » * * £ « ) •
Now, the invariant polynomial Y^ is ^-closed modulo d by (6.13) since 6aj,/6Ah = dv(6ap/SF^,).
Thus, it is «exact modulo d because H^}(6\d) ~ H^{é\d) is empty (p + 2 > 3). This means that
1^.! can be written as 6T^.2 + dvS^.l where T ^ 2 and 5 ^ are both invariant polynomials since we
assume that the theorems holds for antighost number p + 2 in form degree n, or, what is the same, by
our general discussion above, for antighost number p -f 1 in form degree n - 1.
If one injects relations (6.11) - (6.15) in the identity

°> =• ƒ *$£c'+aS*"+&*•+wyi+ï?*1+v"
one gets, using Y^

(6 u)

-

- ST^.7 + dvS^.x and making integrations by parts, that
Op = * W + V *

(6.17)

where é^+i is manifestly invariant This proves that the theorem holds in antighost number p if it
holds in antighost number p + 2 (p*4 may also be chosen to be invariant by theorem 5.1). But we know
by lemma 6.1 that the theorem is true for antighost number > n. Accordingly, the theorem is true for
all (strictly) positive values of the antighost number. D-
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Calculation of H*(s|d) - General method

We can now turn to the calculation of H'(s\d) itself. The strategy for computing H*(s\d) adopted
here [16] is to relate as much as possible elements of H'(»\d) to the known elements of E*(f\d)
[23, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 3]. To that end, one controls the antifield dependence through theorems 5.2 and
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6.1. This is done by expanding the cocyde condition sa + db = 0 according to the antighost number.
At maximum antighost number k, one gets 7a* -f dbj, = 0. Theorem 5.2 and its consequences for the
descent equations for 7 in the presence of antifields then implies, for k > 1, that one can choose bk
equal to zero. Thus 70* = 0, and by theorem 4.1, a* = Eaj(x^V J (C) up to 7-exact terms. [The
redefinition a^ —* a* -f 710^ + dnk can be implemented through a -*• a 4- smk + dn&, which does not
change the class of a in H(s\d)\. The equation at antighost number k-1 reads Saic + 'jak-i + dbk-i = 0.
Acting with 7, we get d-yb^-i = 0, which implies 7611-1 + dck-ï = 0.
If t - 1 > 1, theorem 5.2 implies again that one can choose 76^-1 = 0 with 6*_i = £/3j(x£)**'J(£)Inserting the forms of a* and bk-\ into the equation at antighost number Jb — 1 gives S(6QJ +
d0j)>ii (C) = 7(something) which implies êaj + d/3j = 0 by part (ii) of theorem 4.1, i.e. aj is a f-cycle
modulo d. Suppose that cxj is trivial, <xj = 6pj + dvj. Theorem 6.1 then implies that fij and vj can be
choosen to be invariant polynomials. The redefinition a -* a± s(11ftju;J — Y>ujüj) — d(E,vjuJJ) allows
one to absorb a*. [Recall that •JÜJJ = duJ. The corresponding redefinition of 6 is 6 —» 6 - s{Ei/,rwJ),
which leaves 64 equal to zero since fvj = 0]. Consequently, we have learned (i) that for k > 1, the
last term ak in any s-cocyde modulo d may be chosen to be of the form £aju»J(C) where the aj are
invariant polynomials ; and (ii) that for k > 2, aj define j-cycles modulo d which must be nontrivial
since otherwise, a* can be removed from a by adding to a a s- «boundary modulo d.
We can classify the elements of H*(s\d) according to their last non trivial term in the antighost
number expansion. The results on the cohomology of H,(6\d) show that only three cases are possible.
Class I: a stops at antighost number 2,
a=

OQ

+ ai •+• a2

(7-1)

(with ao = 0 if gh a = - 1 , or ao = ai = 0 if gh a = - 2 ) . The last term at is invariant,

«2=EMX^V J (C)

(7.2)

and the txj{\^) define non trivial elements of H2{6\d).
Class II: a stops at antighost number one,
a=

OQ

+ 01

(7.3)

(with ao = 0 if gh a= -I). The last term a\ is invariant,

"i = E M x ^ ; ( C )

(7.4)

We shall see in section 9 below that the « / ( X A ) must also be non-trivial ^-cycles modulo d.
Class III: a does not contain the antifields,
a=

OQ.

(7.5)

Then, of course, gh a > 0,
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Solutions of class I

The solutions of class I arise only when Hi(6\d) is non trivial, i.e., when there are free abelian gauge
fields. This is a rather academical context from the point of view of realistic Lagrangians, but the
question turns out to be of interest in the construction of consistent couplings among free, massless
vector particles [24].
One can divide the solutions of class I into three different types, according to whether they have
total ghost number equal to -2 (type ƒ„), -1 (type ƒ&) or > 0 (type Ie).
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Type 7a: if gk a = - 2 , then a reduces to a 2 and cannot involve the ghosts. The solutions of type
ƒ„ have form degree n and are exhausted by theorem 13.1 of I, in agreement with the isomorphism
H~2{s\d) ~ H2{6\d). They read explicitly
a = a2 = /°<7',

ƒ• = contant

(8.1)

where C* are the antiftelds conjugate to the ghosts of the abelian, free, gauge fields. We switch back and
forth between the form notations and their dual notations. The C* should thus be viewed alternatively
as n-forms or as densities.
Type ƒ&: if gh a = - 1 , then a2 must involve one ghost C 4 . This ghost must be abelian since one
must have -jCA = 0. Thus,
«2 =

SAIC-C*,

fAa = const.,

(8.2)

where the sum over A runs a priori over all abelian ghosts. The equation in antighost number one
yields for a\
<h = SA.AAA~».

(8.3)

The next equation 6a\ + <ü0 = 0 is then equivalent to
fAaF^F"" = d,V

(8.4)

for some k". This equality can hold only if the variational derivatives of the left hand side identically
vanishes, which implies fAa = 0 for A £ 0 and fap = -fa. Thus, one gets finally
* = MAiA+»

+ <rC"),

ƒ«, = - ƒ * , .

(8.5)

Type Ie: Ugh a > 0, then all three terms OQ, a l5 and a2 are in principle present. The term a% reads
*2 = f«jC~uJ(C)

(8.6)

where <*>J(C) form a basis of the Lie algbra cohomology. The uJ(C) can be written as polynomials in
the so-called "primitive forms". The primitive forms are of degree one (CA) for the abelian factors and
of degree > 3 {trCz, trC*,...) for each simple factor [25].
It will be useful in the sequel to isolate explicitly the abelian ghosts in (8.6). Thus, we write
a

-A^T{C)CAi...

* = E h*M

CA>C~

(8.7)

where w r (C) involve only the ghosts of the simple factors. The pure ghost numbers of the terms
appearing in (8.7) must of course add up to 2 + q, where q is the total ghost number of a. The factors
<*»r(C) have the useful property of belonging to a chain of descent equations [20, 21, 22] involving at
least two steps
0Mu,r(C) = 7*£(C)
d^C)

= ^\M(C)

(8-8)
(8.9)

For instance,
At
<*c.
" = dC*
Ana *»

(8.10)

(see [23, 7]). By contrast, the abelian ghosts belong to a chain that stops after the first step. One has
dftCA = *iAA, but there is clearly no f^ such that d^Av] = 7 ƒ„»,. Since it will be necessary below to
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"lift" twice the elements u>J(C) of the basis through equations of the form (8.8) and (8.9), the abelian
factors play a distinguished role.
A direct calculation shows that

+ E^-Mf^-^cAl

"-CA")A^] +dHV

(8.11)

for some V1. This fixes aj to be

«i =

-[Ef**Mji^^cAl'''cAh~lAï
+lii-)k"lCM

-••CAk)]A"*ti

(8.12)

up to a solution mj of 77n1+dn1 = 0. Using again the absence of non trivial descent in positive antighost
number, we may assume na = 0 and mi = Y.J W ( X A ) U ' J ( ^ ' ) ^y a redefinition mi —> mi + da + f/3
that would only affect OQ as OQ —• Oo + 60 (if it exists). That is, ax takes the form (8.12) modulo an
invariant object of antighost number one.
Compute now Sax. One finds
'«i = ~\ £ Jj^y"TUM..AkCA>.

..C^F£rv

+ 6mi

+l(MIKnF*v)

+ dttV'i

(8.13)

for some V*. Here, M^a is explicitly given by

M^a = £ [jïF^fS'**"**^0*1 'CAk-2Aï-lAAh
+ÏJ^(-)k*U°™^>cAl

-C*-*A$

-y>wfae+..AkCA'...CA>].

(8.14)

Thus, 6ai is 7-closed modulo d and do exists if and only if the first term on the right hand side of
(8.13) is weakly 7-exact modulo <f, i.e.,

-\E

(JbTTjT^^^

A

-°Al'••cAk-1F^Fafa'
+ Smi
= f mo + # X

(8-15)

for some mo and rig of antighost number zero. This forces this first term to vanish, as we now show.
By acting with 7 on (8.15), one gets dfTiQ = 0 and thus 7no + dn'0 = 0. Accordingly, no is an
antifield independent solution of the 7-cocycle condition modulo d. This equation has been completely
solved in the literature [4, 7, 8, 9] and the solutions fall into two classes: those that are annihilated
by 7 and are therefore invariant objects (up to redefinitions) ; and those that lead to a non trivial
descent, for which no redefinition can make n 0 equal to zero. This second class involves only the forms
A* - A^dz*, Fa = dAa + A2, their exterior products, and the ghosts. Thus, no = no + no, where n 0
belongs to the first class and no belongs to the second class.
The solutions of the second class are obtained by considering the descent vno-f <fn0 = 0,f^+dn'^ =
0 etc
One successively lifts the last term of the descent, which is annihilated by 7 all the way
to no. The term <fno itself can be written as a 7-exact term, unless there is an "obstruction". This
obstruction is an invariant polynomial which involves wJ{C) and the components F°v but only through
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the forms Fa and their exterior products, but no other combination [23]. In particular, the dual of F*
cannot occur. Accordingly, the obstruction cannot be written as a term involving F£vFa>°' plus a term
involving the equations of motion, plus a term of the form effio, with no invariant. This means that the
obstruction must be zero if ao is to exist, so that dh0 = ipo by itself. By adding to oo a solution of
type III if necessary, we may assume no to be absent.
If no reduces to the invariant piece no, the equation (8.15) and theorem 4.1 imply that

with So = XI njUJ. If we set in this equality the covariant derivatives of F^, equal to zero, one gets the
desired result that faYAx...AkCAx • >-CAk-*FfrFaiil' should vanish. This implies that faTAi...Ah (i) has
as non vanishing components only /e»rai...«k» and (ii) is completely antisymmetric in (a,ai,. ..,<**).
The solutions of class Ic are consequently exhausted by

-jkhyy^lc°i
-(

• • - ^ - ^ + ^ . . . c°>) F—

^ yCai...Ca>-*AA*

+ -^(-)fcwJCai ...Ca>)Ama»
+^vrCai...Ca-C'a]

(8.17)

(modulo solutions of class 71). This ends our discussion of the solutions of class I, corresponding to
elements of H2{6\d).
[The analysis has been performed explicitly for spacetime dimensions greater than or equal to
three. In two spacetime dimensions, there are further solutions. The solutions of ghost number - 2
read (df/dF&C; + (l/2)(d2f/dF$1dFg1)(fa,AZ'MAll'1 where ƒ is an invariant polynomial in those field
strengths F^, that obey DflFQl = 0 on-shell. The solutions of ghost number - 1 and higher are
constructed as above, by multiplying the solutions of ghost number - 2 with the 7-invariant polynomials
vJ(C), and then solving successively for a\ and OQ. There are possible obstructions in the presence of
abelian factors which restrict the coefficients of u>J. We leave the details to the reader.]
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Solutions of class II

The next case to consider is given by a cocycle a whose expansion stops at antighost number 1. Again,
we may consider two subcases: type 11^, with gh a = - 1 ; and type J/j,, with gh a > 0.
Type IIa: if gh a = - 1 , then a reduces to a\ and does not involve the ghosts. It is clearly an
element of Hx{6\d), by the equation Sai + db0 = 0. The groups J?*(S\d) are non empty in form degree
n (conserved currents) and n - 1 (if there are uncoupled abelian fields). Let ;'£ be a complete set of
inequivalent non trivial conserved currents and let -X£A, X1^ be the corresponding global symmetries
of the fields,

We impose to X^A*^ + X\y* to be annihilated by 7 i.e., to be invariant. Because the equations of
motion involve derivatives of the field strengths, and are not invariant polynomials in the forms Fa,
there is no obstruction to taking ;'£ annihilated by 7 as well.
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One gets for the BRST cohoraology £T_1(«|d).
In fonn degree n — 1:
fa = constant.

a = FA?,

(9.2)

In form degree n:
« = / A ( * k ^ C + *A»i).

/ * = constant.

(9.3)

Turn now to the solutions of type J/j,.
Type ƒƒ{,: We must solve 700 + 6a\ 4- cf60 = 0 with aj = X^aju;-7. The derivation above does not
imply that 60 is annihilated by 7 and thus, it is not clear at this stage that the a j belong to H(S\d).
However, by acting with 7 on Sai + 700 + dbo — 0, one gets again that 7&0 + dco = 0. The analysis
proceeds then in a manner similar to that of type IIC. As mentioned above, the general solution to
760 + dc0 = 0 is known [4, 7, 8, 9] and takes the form 60 = &o + &o» where (i) 60 is annihilated by 7 and
thus given by 6<j = £/?oj(x)ta'J(C) (UP t ofr1*!**1*11*7-exact terms) with foj invariant polynomials in the
x's ; and (ii) 60 is 7 closed only modulo a non-trivial d exact term and involves the forms Aa = A^dx*,
Fa = dAa + A2, and Ca. The obstruction [23] to writing dbo as a 7 exact term involves the forms Fa
and u>J{C). It cannot be written as the sum of a term proportional to the equations of motion and a
term of the form dbo with bo invariant since such terms involve unavoidably the covariant derivatives of
the field strengths. Thus, the obstruction must be absent and dbo — -700» for some oo- The equation
Sa\ + 700 + db0 — 0 splits therefore into two separate equations 700 + dbo = 0 and 7Ö0 + dbo + &*i = "•
The first equation defines a solution of class HI. We need only consider in this section the second
equation. Because b0 is annihilated by 7, we may follow the procedure of section 7 to find again that
the invariant polynomials aj in a\ define elements olH\(6\d). One gets explicitly.
In form degree n - 1:
a = /? (i^(C)fT + «J(C)iC),

fj = constant

(9.4)

In form degree n:
« - fj HU

+ «'(CKXÏA*?

+ Xirf)],

ff = constant.

(9.5)

(with tQ>l - 6>» J ).
[In two dimensions, there are further solutions obtained by taking fj = dfj/dF$v where fj are
arbitrary invariant polynomials in the fjft. We leave the details to the reader.]
The solutions of class I exist only if there are free, abelian gauge fields. For a semi-simple gauge
group, class I is empty. By contrast, the solutions of class II in form degree n exist whenever there
are non trivial conserved currents, or, equivalently, non trivial global symmetries. They occur at ghost
number - 1 , or — 1 + lj, where lj is the ghost number of the element u>J of the chosen basis of the Lie
algebra cohomology. For a semi-simple gauge group, lj is greater than or equal to three. Thus, the
solutions of class II occur at ghost number - 1 , 2, and higher, but not at ghost number 0 or 1. The
solutions ct ghost number 2 are given by (9.5) with u>J = ttCz and v* = ZXi&A^.
We close this section by pointing out that one may regroup the conserved currents j& (viewed as
(n - l)-forms) and the coefficients X\ into a single object
<5A = r*{XltA?

+ * i t f ) + JA,

(9.6)

which has the remarkable property of being annihilated by the sum $ = s + d,
3Ö& = 0.

(9.7)

This equation is the analog of a similar equation holding for q£,
q: = C'a + A'a + *Fa
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(9.8)

where the C* are viewed as n-forms, the A* are viewed as (n - l)-fonns and the dual *F<, to the
uncoupled free abelian field strength are (n - 2)-forms. One has also
sql = 0.

(9.9)

In veryfing these relations, one must use explicitly the fact that the spacetime dimension is n through
d(n-form) = 0.
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Non-triviality of solutions of classes I and II

We verify in this section that the solutions of types I and II are all non trivial.
Theorem 10.1 : any BRST cocycle a modulo d belonging to the class lor to the class II is necessarily
non trivial, a^i sc + de.
Proof, the idea of the proof is to show that if o = sc + de, then, the aj(x^) all define trivial
elements of H2(6\d) or H\(6\d). So, assume that a = sc + de. Expand this equation according to the
antighost number. One gets
*o = fco + 6ci + de0,

ax = f ci + 6c2 + dei

(10.1)

and
0 = 7c• + *c<+1 + dei

(«" > 2)

(10.2)

(we assume a to belong to the class II for deftniteness ; the argument proceeds in the same way for the
class I). Let c stop at antighost number M, c = Co + ci + . . . + CM- Then, one may assume that c stops
also at antighost number M. Indeed, the higher order terms can be removed from e by adding a d-exact
term since Bh(d) = 0 for k < n — 1. Now, the equation (10.2) for i = Af reads -jcu + &&M = 0 and
is precisely of the form analysed above. Since M > 2, one may assume eu = 0 and then by adding to
CM a «-exact modulo d-term (which does not modify c), that CM is of the form CM = Z 7 J ( X A V J ( ^ ) «
Next, the equation, at order M - 1 shows that CM can actually be removed, unless Af = 2. Thus, we
may assume without loss of generality that c - Co -j- Ci + c%, C2 = £ 7 J ( X A V J ( C ) and c = Co + 1 \ . It
follows that the equation for a\ reads
5 > j ( x £ W{C)

= 7ex + E

^(XAV

J

(C)

+ dex.

(10.3)

By acting with 7 on this equation, we obtain as above that ej may also be chosen to be invariant,
«1 = Y,tj{x\)uJ{C).
Accordingly, (10.3)reads

£ M t f ) - hAxl) - dtj(xl)W(C) = 7*1

(10.4)

from which one infers, using theorem 4.1, that
<*j(x£) - 6v(xl) - dej(xl) = 0-

(10-5)

This shows that all the ajr are tf-exact modulo d, in contradiction to the fact that they define non
trivial elements of H,(6\d). Therefore, the cocycle a cannot be «exact modulo d. Q,
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Solutions of class III

The solutions of class III do not depend on the antifields and fulfill 700 + ^60 — 0- As we have recalled,
these equations have been extensively studied previously and their general solution is known [4, 23, 7,
8, 9]- For this reason, we refer the reader to the existing literature for their explicit construction.
The solutions are classified according to whether 60 can be removed by redefinitions or not.
Type IIIa : 700 = 0. The abelian anomaly CF^dx^d^ in two dimensions belongs to this class.
Type JTTj, : 700 + db0 = 0, with 60 n o n trivial. In that case, a0 and 60 m a y ^ e assumed to depend
only on the forms .4°, F°, C° ind their exterior products.
The elements of H{^.d) not involving the antifields are non trivial as elements of H($\d) if and
ealv-if-thcy do-aot vanish on-shell modulo d. Thus, the non trivial elements of H(f\d) of type HI(,
remain non trivial as elements of H(s\d) since the forms Aa and Fa are unrestricted by the equations of
motion. However, the solutions of type JIIa may become trivial even if they are non trivial as elements
of E{i |d)The solutions of direct interest are those of ghost number zero and one. At ghost number zero,
class IIJu contains the invariant polynomials in the field strengths, the matter fields and their covariant
derivatives. The Yang-Mills Lagrangian belongs to class IIIa. Class III}, contains non trivial solutions
at ghost number zero only in odd spacetime dimensions 2k + 1. These non trivial solutions are the
Chern-Simons terms, given by
£cs = tr(AFk + ...)

(11.1)

where the dots denote polynomials in Aa and Fa whose degree in F is smaller than ib and whose form
degree equals 2Jb + 1.
At ghost number one, type IIIa contains solutions of the form "abelian ghost times invariant
polynomial". It contains no solution if the group is semi-simple. Type Ilib contains the famous
Adler-Bardeen anomaly.
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More general Lagrangians

In the previous discussion, we have assumed that the Lagrangian was the standard Yang-Mills Lagrangian. This assumption was explicitly used in the calculation since the dynamics enters the BRST
differential through the Koszul-Tate differential.
It turns out, however, that for a large class of Lagrangians, one can repeat the analysis and get
similar conclusions. These Lagrangians are gauge invariant up to a total derivative and thus read
C = C0(y, F^, Dtf, D?F^...)

+ Cc$

(12.1)

where £Q is an invariant polynomial in the matter fields, the fields strengths and their covariant
derivatives, and where the Chern-Simons term Ccs ls available only in odd dimensions. We shall
assume that the Yang-Mills gauge symmetry exhausts all the gauge symmetries. We shall also impose
that the Lagrangian C defines a normal theory in the sense of section 10 of I. The calculation of H(s\d)
can then be performed along the lines of this paper.
(i) First, one verifies that the 7-invariant cohomology Hk{6\d) is described as before : Hk{S\d)
vanishes for k strictly greater than 2; for k = 2, it is non-empty only if there are uncoupled abelian
gauge fields, in which case it is spanned by C*; and for k = 1, it is isomorphic to the set of non trivial
global symmetries with invariant a\. Thus, the dynamics enters explicitly Hk(S\d) only at k = 1,
through the conserved currents.
(ii) The solutions of class / makes a further use of the dynamics through the study of the obstructions
to the existence of a 0 . A case by case analysis, which proceeds as in section 8, is in principle required.
Recall, however, that class J exists only in the academic situation where there are uncoupled abelian
gauge fields.
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(iii) Class II also uses the equations of motion in the proof that a% should define elements of
H(6\d). It must be verified whether the equations of motion can or cannot remove obstructions given
by polynomials in the forms Fa. Again, the analysis proceeds straightforwardly as in section 9.
(iv) Class III is obviously unchanged since it does not involve the antifields (only the coboundary
condition is modified, since the concept of "on-shell trivial" is changed).
The analysis is particularly simple for the pure Chern-Simons theory in three dimensions, without
the Yang-Mills part. We take a semi-simple gauge group. Class J is then empty. Class II is empty as
well since there is no non-trivial aj annihilated by 7. Only class III is present. Among the solutions
of class III, those that are ^f the subtype IIIa turn out to be trivial since the field strengths and their
covariant derivatives vanish on-shell. Thus, we are left with class /ƒƒ(,. These solutions are obtained
from the standard descent, with bottom given by the elements u)J of the basis of the Lie algebra
cohomology (trC3, trC* etc), with constant coefficients (no F since F — 0 on-shell). This agrees with
the analysis of (26r
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have explicitly computed the cohomological groups Hk(s\d) for Yang-Mills theory.
Our work goes beyond previous analyses on the subject [17, 20, 4, 27, 28, 29, 30, 23, 22, 5, 7, 9], in
that (i) we do not use power counting; and (ii) we explicitly include the antifields (= sources for the
BRST variations). We have shown that new cohomological classes depending on the antifields appear
whenever there are conserved currents, but only at antighost number > 2 for a semi-simple gauge group.
Our results confirm previous conjectures in the field. [The existence of antifield-dependent solutions of
the consistency equation at ghost number one for a theory with abelian factors was anticipated in [27].
The structure of these solutions was partly elu' idated and an argument was given that they cannot
occur as anomalies].
The central feature behind our analysis is a key property of the antifield formalism, namely, that
the antifields provide a resolution of the stationary surface through the Koszul-Tate differential [2].
It is by attacking the problem from that angle that we have been able to carry out the calculation
to completion, while previous attempts following different approaches turned out to be unsuccessful.
Thus, even in the familiar Yang-Mills context, the formal ideas of the antifield formalism prove to be
extremely fruitful.
Our results can be extended in various directions. First, one can repeat the Yang-Mills calculation
for Einstein gravity with or without matter. This will be done explicitly in [31]. Sc-Mtd, at a more
theoretical level, one can analyze further the connection between the local BRST cohomology, the
characteristic cohomology and the variational bicomplex [32]. This will be pursued in [33].
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